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Development of Earthquake Resistance in Architecture from an Intuitive to an Engineering Approach

The paper examines the development of earthquake resistant design in relation to architecture in earthquake prone areas, from the first mainly intuitive measures for ensuring horizontal stiffness of buildings up until the 20th century, when influences of earthquakes on buildings began to be included in standards and regulations for the design of contemporary earthquake resistant structures. Through the prism of earthquake resistance the paper studies and chronologically presents the influence of building structural systems from the period of the labour division of architecture and engineering until today.
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U članku se istražuje razvoj projektiranja arhitektonskih konstrukcija otpornih na potrese u potresnim područjima u rasponu od prvotnih, uglavnom intuitivnih, mjera poduzetih radi postizanja horizontalnog ukrcenja objekata sve do 20. stoljeća, kada utjecaj potresa na građevine biva uključen u standarde i propise za projektiranje suvremenih konstrukcija otpornih na potrese. U član- ku se kroz prizmu potresne otpornosti proučava i kronološki prezentira utjecaj konstrukcijskih sustava građevina od razdoblja podjele na arhitektonske i građevinske poslove do današnjih dana.
**INTRODUCTION**

**UVOD**

Tectonics — Architecture as a science incorporates the structural aspect in the notion of tectonics — the natural logic of composition. The rules and principles of architecture are based on natural laws, on the structural logic of construction and on the tectonic logic of construction materials. With the development of architecture this logic transformed into "the art of composition" or as Kenneth Frampton expressed himself in the title of his monograph "Poetics of Construction". With the development of architectural art and with the separation from structural engineering, architecture was becoming an increasingly independent discipline.

Earthquake engineering as a science — Earthquake science is relatively young and it is still developing, and its beginnings do not go back more than 100 years. With increasing awareness of the need for horizontal stiffness (Fig. 3) and with the increasing knowledge on the effects of earthquake forces, earthquake engineering has gradually developed over the last two centuries. It began its rapid development only in the middle of the last century, and today independently presents specialized knowledge that is summarized in modern standards and codes (e.g. Eurocodes).

Development of structural knowledge — Traditionally an architect was anyone with the ability to conceptualize, describe geometry, draw, and construct a structure without subsequent collapse. It is true that architecture without structure is non-existent, which could lead us to presume that due to this dependence, structure is more important than architecture. But on the other hand, structure is merely one layer of otherwise a very complex system represented by architecture. By the adequate understanding of tectonics as the basis of architectural work, connections between architecture and structure become more logical. The engineering part forms a realistic basis of architectural work, which is of a constitutive meaning for architecture, but can in no way be compared to it as a uniform work of art. In dealing with a special field of structural engineering such as earthquake resistance, we need to be aware of all the possible significant (positive and negative) consequences and influences on architecture, as C. Alexander claims in the chapter Order as mechanism - the destructive impact of mechanistic thought on the art of building: "... so, in works of art, the mechanistic view of order always makes us miss the essential thing ...".

**AN OVERVIEW OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF ARCHITECTURE IN THE CONTEXT OF EARTHQUAKE RESISTANCE FROM AN INTUITIVE TO AN ENGINEERING APPROACH**

**PREGLED RAZVOJA ARHITEKTURE U KONTEKSTU POTRESNE OTPORNOSTI — OD INTUITIVNOG DO INŽENJERSKOG PRISTUPA**

Intuitive assurance of horizontal resistance — Prior to the occurrence of the first seismological researches in the 19th century, earthquakes were not consciously taken into account in construction of buildings. Awareness of the threat of an earthquake, if it existed, was merely intuitive. Earthquakes, as such, were treated as an uncontrollable destructive power of nature, the consequences of which could not be prevented. Despite this we can infer that masters/builders intuitively or subconsciously ensured lateral stiffness of buildings and better resistance to horizontal forces. Buildings constructed before the 19th century...
tury were mainly built according to the principles of classical tectonics, which was developed mainly through experience and was passed on within the guild from masters to apprentices — future masters. In the analysis of buildings of that time we can notice elements of the so-called lateral thinking of all architects, builders and engineers.

Classical tectonics of construction in wood, brick and stone started to lose their primacy in the mid-19th century with the division of the building process into architecture and civil engineering. Old knowledge was giving way to new principles and the use of new materials (iron, steel, concrete) in architecture at that time. The structural over-achievements of the 19th century (e.g. the Eiffel Tower or the Crystal Palace) as well as the period of the so-called Chicago school and skyscrapers at the end of the 19th century in the USA, first required more reliable assurances of their adequate horizontal stiffness. The period of modern architecture started in the 20th century, and was the precursor of the later International style and postmodernism, when entirely new principles of construction were established, which radically interfered with the treatment and understanding of structures and their horizontal resistance.

BEFORE THE 19th CENTURY – THE CLASSICAL TECTONIC BUILDING APPROACH

Classical principles of tectonics — Cross-shaped vaults, arches and domes working primarily in compression, conditioned spans and structures up until the occurrence of iron, steel and concrete, and the first reinforced concrete structures up until the occurrence of iron, steel and concrete, and the first reinforced concrete in the 19th century. From the earthquake safety viewpoint, up to this period buildings were constructed distinctively on classical tectonic principles (Fig. 2). Due to the heavy weights, short spans and the use of arches in combination with thick walls, tension and bending stresses practically did not occur due to horizontal wind or earthquake loading.

Until the end of the 18th century earthquake resistance of buildings was achieved mainly by following the principles of classical tectonics:
- masses were concentrated as low as possible,
- walls had a significant thickness at the bottom of the building which was reduced in the upper storeys,
- regularity was strictly enforced (symmetry, the direct transfer of loads to the foundations, height to width ratios rarely exceed 1:4),
- buildings were limited in height depending on the material used and were rarely higher than 4 or 5 storeys,
- floor plans were usually regular with walls running in the two orthogonal directions and show significant structural density,
- during an earthquake, the most common occurrence is the shear transfer of horizontal forces,
- building elements were mostly loaded in compression and due to the large self-weight, axial and bending stresses were minimized.

Structure was limited mainly to masonry or stone buildings. Though concrete and iron were known materials, their usage for structural purposes until the mid 19th century remained limited in ways that did not have a significant influence on architecture.

With the occurrence of new materials which enabled technically more advanced design, taller and more slender buildings and structures which allowed a better use of space by moving the structure to the building’s circumference, earthquake loading was becoming an increasingly important factor. Structure was no longer limited to the basic principles of classical tectonics. Light, metal, frame and also truss structures emerged. The development of structural systems and materials started with the use of iron, without which construction until the end of the 18th century was, except for exceptional monumental buildings, limited to low-rise masonry buildings. The exceptional characteristics of the “new” materials were the main reason for the rapid breakthrough of iron and later steel and reinforced concrete structures.
Architecture as a separate discipline – With the developments in building practice it became too difficult for one individual or an organization to master every facet of building design and construction. Specialization became inevitable. Architecture thus became a separate, independent, legitimate, professional discipline. We can also infer that the initial more serious thinking about the horizontal stiffness of buildings appeared precisely during the period of the division of building into architecture and engineering, which is also confirmed by the findings in different sources.13

The Historical Separation of Structural Engineering and the Architectural Profession

The end of traditional guilds – From antiquity and the Middle Ages until the renaissance period in the 17th century, an architect was treated as a universal builder who unified an artist and a scientist in one person. In 1756, the foundation of the École des Ponts et Chaussées initiated the separation of the two disciplines of engineering and architecture.14 Emphasis on the use of technical knowledge further encouraged the separation of the profession into architecture and engineering. This period was also approximately the time of the widespread use of new structural principles and iron, steel and reinforced concrete.

Engineering structures – The first more daring structural solutions in the 19th century were in this way suggested by structural engineers. Buildings that were up to then designed from experience became the object of scientific research and economy. At that time, architecture was running out of ideas and innovations, and architects found new materials and structural systems too demanding for them to use. Among the multitude of eclecticism and neo-... styles, when the development of advanced architectural thought nearly came to a standstill, engineering boldness and also new structural aesthetics presented the development of architecture at the beginning of the 20th century. The 19th century is thus also called the period of modern structures. Due to entirely different construction principles, also horizontal stiffness became much more important. Of course at that time it was not in relation to earthquake resistant design, but more in the sense of wind loads and the stability of buildings with their mass at a certain height. When a building no longer takes into account the principles of classical (massive) tectonics, the effect of horizontal forces becomes completely different, and the behaviour of structures changes in such a way that the knowledge which was sufficient to control classical tectonic buildings was no longer adequate.

First research on earthquakes – The first research of earthquake loads took place in the mid 19th century after the earthquake in Naples,15 but it took at least another half a century before the first written anti-seismic rules occurred in the form of building recommendations (in Slovenia that occurred after the Ljubljana earthquake by Building Orders issued in 1906 and 190916 and in Croatia in 191117 when a pioneer of earthquake engineering Andrija Mohorovičić published the book “Impact of seismic action on buildings”, which appears to be one of the first analytical approaches to seismic design in the world). The intuitive and experience based approach to ensure horizontal stiffness used up to that point, now started to be complemented by the first concrete research discoveries. The occurrence of diagonals, cross-ties, external reinforcement and strengthening joints in the structures of these new buildings is a consequence of studying the problem of horizontal loading on vertical elements, which became very slender and, in certain cases, entirely in contradiction to the principles of classical tectonics.

In the 19th century, engineers presented the leading factors of development in the field of the built environment and the use of new technologies in architecture. Earthquake resistance was not yet systematically considered (e.g. as a standard), however, it can be seen from the construction recommendations of the time that builders and more advanced societies were aware that the method of construction could significantly alleviate the consequences of an earthquake. This is precisely the reason why measures of earthquake resistance can to a certain extent be found in quite a large number of buildings from the end of the 19th century.

The Period of Structural Development in the 19th Century

New materials and technologies – In structural thinking, the 19th century presents a

---

13 e.g. Lewis, 2001; Saint, 2008 or *** 2006
14 Hartoonian, 1994; Frampton, 1985; Saint, 2008
15 *** 2006
16 Vidrih, Godec, 1995
17 Anić, 1998
18 Walter Benjamin, 1930
19 Earthquake resistance was probably not included in the thinking about structures in England, which is an area of low seismic activity. However, structural achievements made possible by a high standard of this influential coun-
milestone. Structure was no longer limited to the basic principles of tectonics. Light, metal, iron and steel truss three dimensional structures emerged. Among many revolutionary achievements we draw some attention to certain buildings where horizontal stiffness was introduced more or less on the basis of experience and/or intuitive perception of the problem.

The first over-achievements made of metal structures – The most influential example of a metal structural system composed of cast and wrought iron was the Crystal Palace, built in 1851 by J. Paxton for the first international exhibition to be held in London. It is interesting that the construction of the Crystal Palace presented such a novelty that many assumed the structure was unstable and might collapse under the impact of the first strong wind (Fig. 4). The reason was the high positioned centre of gravity and slender columns on small foundations. The Crystal Palace was, looking at it technologically, the most advanced building of that time. It influenced the rest of the world to build in a similar way, regardless of the seismic activity of the local ground.

From the viewpoint of structures, the most important among the next world exhibitions was the one in 1889 in Paris, when the Galerie des Machines (F. Dutert and V. Contamin) and the well-known Eiffel Tower (Fig. 5) was built. The span of the Gallery of Machines was 30% longer than the spans of all structures known before. The project was made possible by using steel as a new building material that replaced wrought iron. For the Gallery of Machines, the engineer Contamin used a three-hinged arch founded on simple foundations, which was until then used only for bridges. (Fig. 1).

The Eiffel Tower is essentially a 300m tall supporting column (pylon) of a viaduct, whose typical shape is a consequence of the interaction of horizontal (wind, earthquake) and vertical loads. The concept of the tower as a parabolic curve is a sensible solution for an extremely tall building. The centre of gravity is positioned very low, and earthquake forces reduce rapidly with height and reduced mass (Fig. 6).

The first tall steel frame structure – a skyscraper, which does not yet show its special and revolutionary character on the outside, was the Home Insurance Building built in Chicago in 1883-85 and designed by William Le Baron Jenney (Fig. 7). From a structural viewpoint this was still a traditional, massive, brick building that was already a result of the so-called Chicago School. He also designed the first real steel frame building Fair Store in Chicago in 1892. The main horizontal loading in designing these buildings was the wind force and a suitable horizontal stiffness was achieved with moment resisting frames arranged in both orthogonal directions of the building, although in early skyscrapers, designers relied mainly on the brick perimeter.

Fig. 5 Gallery of Machines during erection, behind it the erection of the Eiffel Tower can be seen
Sl. 5. Galerija strojeva tijekom gradnje, iza građevine se vidi podizanje Eiffelovog tornja

Fig. 6 Gustave Eiffel: A tower of 300 metres and the supporting pylons of the viaduct – the basic shape of the Tower
Sl. 6. Gustave Eiffel: tornj visok 300 metara i potporni piloni viadukta – osnovni oblik tornja
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walls, which were supposed to withstand horizontal loads.

The behaviour of frames in the event of an earthquake had not been researched at the time, and the ductility (by then an unfamiliar term) of joints or structure as a whole was not intentionally increased – rather it depended on the realization of the connections and fixing elements (rivets, screws etc.). However, after the widespread acceptance of the skeleton framed skyscraper form in Chicago the use of steel as a building material became widely accepted. Later proponents of the Chicago School (Sullivan, Adler, Burnham, Root, Richardson etc.) stressed, as far as structure was concerned, mainly two standpoints: the use of a steel skeleton as a load-bearing structure and the wish that the structure should be clearly expressed in the structure of a building or on its façade, which often meant the introduction of simple and new forms. The Chicago area is not very prone to earthquakes but again these principles uncritically spread all over the world regardless of the local seismic activity.

Concrete structures – Reinforced concrete developed very fast between 1870 and 1900, after the introduction of the first calculation method in 1866. The period that followed was the period of large monolithic concrete structures. Auguste Perret is considered the first architect to use the technique and the possibilities provided by reinforced concrete and promoted it as a noble and widely usable material. The structural characteristics of concrete were extremely suitable for the upcoming architectural directions and movements which can be seen in the 1930s in the approaches developed by architects such as Le Corbusier and by the famous architectural school Bauhaus with Walter Gropius. The principles of "architecture as a volume" developed through skeleton structures on columns in contrast to massive structures. Sto-

reys supported by steel or reinforced concrete columns enabled the floor plan flexibility of space [Khan, 1998]. In the sense of earthquake resistant design, a correctly designed frame structure with ductile frame joints could provide adequate safety during a strong earthquake. However, if vertical continuity is not enforced, such systems might introduce a weak or soft storey, which could be a potential threat during a strong earthquake. Such structures have been widely used from the beginning of the 20th century up to today, although they have been developed mainly in non-seismic regions.

The beginning of the 20th century represents a period when the classical approach to architecture still prevailed; however, new materials and structural systems were often hidden behind lavish decoration. During this period, architects such as Gaudi, Horta, Berlage, Sullivan, Perret and others tried to do pioneer work in promoting new materials and knowledge, and in doing so their work indicated an entirely new period – modernism, which established itself a decade or two later. Thus their work can be called proto-modern.

With the development of seismology the first rules for construction in seismic areas started to be formed. This development took place in the shadow of the upcoming progress in the architecture of modernism as it can be seen from the realizations of the most important and influential architects of that time: F. L. Wright, Le Corbusier, Mies van der Rohe and others.

The Beginning of the 20th Century (Modern Architecture and International Style)

The period of Modernism substantially changed the existing principles in architecture and art as well. The emerging architectural style brought clearly expressed structural aesthetics into force, which were based on a structural logic. We mention a few architectural and structural principles of the period, which express a special approach and control over structural design.

Le Corbusier – Columns and flat slabs without any beams were accepted as a new struc-

---

26 Boesiger and Girsberger, 1999
27 This is a frequent principle in his works, where he condensed the bearing elements, fireplace, staircase etc., at the centre of the floor plan, and arranged rooms around this “core” many times as long consoles (e.g. Waterfall House).
28 Blaser, 1993; Frampton, 1995
29 In architecture the expression “internationalism” was first used by Walter Gropius in the work entitled “Interna-
tural form, which played a dominant role as a major element of architectural expression. This kind of simple structural logic was first used by Le Corbusier in his patented Dom-ino house in 1914 (Fig. 8).

Le Corbusier triggered a revolution by designing the first free/open floor plan that did not include any walls or other elements to sustain horizontal loads. The concrete slab supported only by concrete columns offers very low load carrying capacity for horizontal loads, since the joint rotational capacity is crucial for sustaining the horizontal loads. Furthermore, if walls are added only in the storeys where they are needed due to architectural functionality (usually the upper storeys), the building system becomes a soft storey building that might generate excessive damage during a strong earthquake (Fig. 9). This system was later frequently and uncritically transferred to all regions all around the world regardless of the seismic risk in a particular location.

Le Corbusier, who was devoted to the concept of "volumes bathing in light", designed buildings with free ground storeys, where all the loads were supported by specially designed single-storey frames, as can be seen in the building Unite d’Habitation, built in 1946, where he achieved the effect of a transitional ground floor with an extremely powerful transverse structure, which also follows the shape of moments induced by horizontal loading (Fig. 10).

F. L. Wright – The American architect F. L. Wright in his projects often created the principle of structure with a central core, which offers adequate horizontal stiffness of a building in the case of a symmetric arrangement of structural elements. The wish for a wide, low and horizontal division of the façade made it necessary to reduce vertical elements along the outer edge of a building, which he then moved towards the inside (e.g. Johnson Wax Building – Fig. 11). Very long cantilevers might result in a torsionally weak structural system that can experience large torsional rotations and damage on the perimeter as well as in the core shear walls during a strong earthquake. Even though his buildings were erected in areas with a low earthquake risk, they represent extremely influential architecture which should not be copied (or transferred in principle) to earthquake prone areas.

L. Mies van der Rohe – Special treatment of structural logic which explicitly defines architecture is also typical of Ludwig Mies van der Rohe. He was also fond of free floor plans; with skyscrapers (e.g. Seagram building) he used steel columns with concrete encasing (better compression characteristics) in combination with strong central cores, as in the example in Fig. 12. Horizontal stiffness is also often questionable with these buildings, since there are practically no transversal stabilisation elements. All horizontal forces are sustained by the flexural capacity of the fixed based columns.

International style – Architecture of the modern period and its derivative, the aforementioned International style, favours a technologically clear approach and structural logic, where the elegance of the buildings is assured with slender columns and massive, clear horizontal slabs, which create the effect of a floating storey. Unfortunately, these principles in many cases completely contradict regular earthquake resistant design. The International style still has a strong influence on the architecture of today. C. Arnold establishes that “in much everyday commercial architecture, evolved forms of the International Style still predominate”. The International style which originated in the concept of modernism has preserved its legitimacy until today, presented in many forms or newer styles (high-tech, minimalism, critical regionalism, new complexity etc.).

Le Corbusier, Mies van der Rohe and many other architects of the last century (Perret, Gaudi and Wright and also Loos, Wagner, Gropius, Saarinen, Aalto, Kahn, Niemeyer etc.) had a significant influence on the architecture of modernism and all later periods until today. It is important that new generations of architects are aware that many structures of great architects of the last century...
are built in areas with no earthquake activity and at a time when earthquakes and their impact on buildings had not been researched as well as today. The controlled ductility of a structure as a whole was in most cases not ensured. Horizontal stiffness of buildings was suitable mainly to resist wind loading, which presents significantly less powerful forces and completely different frequencies of oscillations and accelerations. With the first recommendations for construction and with the regulations which started to appear as late as the mid 20th century, the design of buildings to withstand earthquake forces became an obligation required by law.

**THE 20TH CENTURY AND POST-MODERN PERIODS**

**20. STOJLEČE I RAZDOBLJE POST-MODERNIZMA**

The period after the Second World War was the time of the renovation of society and the built environment in general, which was characterized by rapid progress in the methods of structural engineering analysis and the development of computer technology and computer programs that enabled the analysis and design of much more elaborate structural systems with greater accuracy and trust level. This was also the time of the rapid development of building codes and when the first codes for earthquake resistant design were issued. Though it seemed that the roles of an architect and structural engineer were further apart than ever, this period gave rise to building design geniuses that unified the role of an architect and structural engineer in one person. Architect-engineers, such as P. L. Nervi and later F. Otto, O. Arup, S. Calatrava and others prove that the unification of engineering skills and a sense of architecture is possible or even inevitable.

**Post-modernism** – Aesthetic rules of international style – especially glass-steel cubic buildings – faced harsh criticism in the mid 1970s. Later, in the 1980s, this criticism was realized in the architectural style more widely known as “post-modernism”. Among other characteristics, the post-modern period typically used classical structural forms, such as arches, decorative columns, pitched roofs in non-structural ways and generally in simplified variations of the original elements and a return to symmetry in configuration. In seismic terms, these changes in style were, if anything, beneficial.

As S. Lyall established; towards the end of the 20th century constructors became more than just "under-acknowledged servants of the art of construction". Analysing and solving complex non-orthogonal structural forms

---

31 **Lyall, 2002**

32 **i.e. Kilar and Koren, 2009**
became usual and familiar for them. The trend turned towards non-orthogonal shapes such as 3D trusses, thin shells, thin membranes, curved surfaces and inflated and geodesic structures. New and unusual materials were used: wooden fabric, cardboard tubes, titanium, high-quality materials, polymers and also glass. The result was a complex structural typology, often free in shape, which could be analysed only with the help of computers and with tools developed particularly for this purpose.

**Computer aided design (CAD)** – For certain new structural systems engineers discovered in the middle of the last century that the existing methods of analysis and dimensioning were not reliable enough. Novelties in construction and structures required expert studies or research on actual models which were used to create or check suitable analytical methods. The result of computer generated design is usually a three-dimensional unique structure, which follows the transmission of loads and tectonics. Such an approach became a reality with all more or less complex achievements and presented a vision of the future development of architecture and structures (Fig. 14).

Today, the separation between a structural engineer and an architect has moved the professions even further apart. A combination of both kinds of knowledge is the rare and special quality of certain individuals or well-coordinated teams. The most prosperous seem to be the formations of teams of designers, who together with constructors harmonize structural solutions, taking into account the regulations and requirements of earthquake safe design (e.g. Eurocode 8).

**CONCLUSIONS**

**ZAKLJUČI**

The article quotes certain examples, authors and general architectural practices from individual periods of the last two centuries to present the development of structures and architecture through the prism of earthquake resistance. Increasingly more daring and slender structural designs have also conditioned an increasingly consistent and rational approach to the stability and firmness of buildings. Earthquakes as a loading on buildings have only been dealt with scientifically in approximately the last hundred years; before that, builders first intuitively and later through experience and with simple observation of the behaviour of structures under horizontal loading, already introduced certain measures for ensuring the horizontal stiffness of buildings. Earthquake safe design with an adequate degree of reliability was only possible with the development of seismology and later, through adopted standards and regulations in the mid 20th century, and also with the development of earthquake engineering.

It is obvious from the analysis of the relationship development between architecture and earthquake engineering (and also engineering in general) that a special earthquake-engineering aspect was formed with a considerable delay and with its own specific dynamics, which to a large extent suited the development of building regulations and standards. Exceptional examples of realized buildings, which presented novelties from the viewpoint of structure and architecture, had a strong influence on the development of earthquake resistant structures and architecture in the context of seismic resistance. Historically this aspect was not consciously and systematically defined until the middle of the last century, but we can nevertheless notice in these periods many intuitively introduced measures for increasing lateral stiffness and resistance to earthquake forces.

We can conclude that the period of intuitive, experience-based approach to designing earthquake resistant structures ended in the first decades of the 20th century, when earthquake engineering started to be developed together with the development of seismology. Despite scientific and rational approaches to designing earthquake resistant structures and with the use of powerful computer tools, intuitive perception of the problem together with the treatment of experiences from earthquakes is still the key element in designing adequate earthquake resistance in architecture. Tectonic design with an essentially regular structural system and unambiguous loading paths is still the basis of quality architecture in earthquake prone areas.

An important additional conclusion of the article is also that the most effective structural solutions together with quality architectural realization are most often a consequence of good cooperation between architects and engineers. Due to the mere complexity of construction and architecture, we need to focus on improving cooperative skills among engineers and architects and deepen experiences which enable engineers to understand the essence of architecture, and which bring the meaning of structure closer to architects in such a way that it remains the basis of their tectonics and with it architecture itself.

[Proofread by: Peter Waller]
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Konstruktivna logika predstavlja cest izvor inspiracija arhitektima svih stilskih razdoblja. No, osim vertikalnih opterećenja, potresima, kao vršti opterećenja na gradive, znanstveni krugovi su se bave tek posljednjih stotina godina. Prije toga su građevini uglavnom izvodili mjerenja kako bi osigurali horizontalno ukrucenje objekata, prvotno uglavnom intuitivno, a kasnije iskustveno i putem jednostavnih ispitivanja ponašanja konstrukcije pod poprečnim opterećenjem.

U članku se istražuje razvoj projektiranja arhitektonskih konstrukcija otpornih na potrese u potresnim područjima u rasponu od prvotnih, uglavnom intuitivnih mjera poduzetih radi postizanja horizontalnog ukrucenja objekata sve do 20. stoljeća, kada se utjecaj potresa na gradive uključuje u standardne propise za projektiranje suvremenih konstrukcija otpornih na potrese. Autori su slanjem pokušali predstaviti razvoj konstrukcija i arhitekture kroz prizmu potresne otpornosti. Namjera je autora analiza razvoja odnosa između arhitekture i gradnje koja struktivno i/ili arhitektonskoj novini važno za daljeg proučavanje, a posebno su istaknuli primjeri graditeljstva koji svjedoče o konstrukcijama koje su se kasnije proučavale tijekom potresnih aktivnosti i koje su se ponekad koriste kao dijelovi konstrukcija otpornih na potrese.

Dublavljanjem se u člancu bave arhitektom i arhitektonskim djelatnostima, a danas se već uvijek koriste u graditeljstvu. Autori se u članku bave arhitektom poglavito s pozicijom osiguranja od potresa i projektiranja, koje (ako se istražuje posebnost projektiranja arhitektonskih konstrukcija i kompozicije arhitektonskih djelatnosti) pokazuje odnos arhitekta i konstrukcijskog inženjera.

Clankom se dokazuje da je osjećaj konstrukcijske stabilnosti usavršavan tijekom dugog razdoblja putem istraživanja. Iako se projektiranje arhitektonskih konstrukcija s vrijednostima radnje i ponašanja objekata autori su identificirali strukturu koja je adekvatna i potrebna za konstruktivnu i arhitektonsku dimenziju, a kasnije su se primijetili na većinu odnosa između arhitektura i gradnje koja osigurava potresnu otpornost. Posebno su istaknuti primjeri u kojima su arhitekti ili građevini bili u mogućnosti odrediti arhitektonsku strukturu samo na temelju principa konstrukcijske logike. Vaznost tehnike u oblikovanju i korištenju arhitektonskih konstrukcija potresa i potrese u potresnim područjima se razvijala kroz dugi niz godina prvenstveno putem iskustva i proučavanjem potresnih osećanja i potresa. Početna, najvećim dijelom intuitivna i podsvjesno razmatra na potreba za logičnim i racionalnim pristupima projektiranju arhitekture i građevinske konstrukcije je dovela do logičnog razvoja potresnih područja.
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